Technical Bulletin

The Value of ACFM Inspection
Background

The Initial Results

ACFM (Alternating Current Field
Measurement) Inspection is detailed in the
NS-2TM Drill String Inspection Standard as
an optional requirement that should be
considered for complex wells. It has been
part of the NS-2TM Standard since conception
but has never been truly embraced by the
industry for inspecting rotary connections.

Out of all of the proposed tools for the 12¼”

it reduces the reliance on inspector
interpretation and produces a permanent,
graphical record of the inspection.
In preparation for a complex HPHT well,
an established North Sea Operator decided
to implement ACFM in addition to the
regular MPI/Dye Pen NDT techniques and
insist on ‘zero hour’ tools to help minimise
the chances of a fatigue related failure.

The Challenge
To maximise the value of the ACFM inspection,
the philosophy was to inspect all load bearing
BHA connections, including the internal
service breaks - (Note, there can be +/-26
connections in one set of jars!).

connections. These defects were flagged
to the tool owner and a further opportunity
taken to see if they could actually be found
using traditional dye penetrant inspection they could not.

ACFM Validation

One of the defective box connections was
cut off a stabiliser and longitudinally
sectioned. A further section was then taken
through one of the “defects” and this was
polished. A 5.2mm deep crack was found
originating from the root of one of the threads
that tallies precisely with the defect that
had been highlighted by the ACFM Report.

Way Forward

Update Information
for this Revision 6

Sectioned connection with defects highlighted

Futher failure investigations performed by
Fearnley Procter after this ﬁrst technical
Bulletin release, identiﬁes fatigues as still
being the most common failure mechanism
in BHA service connections. ACFM is still
considered an enhancement to current
MPI and DYE-Penetrant methods for
connections in high risk wells where the
cost of downhole failure is considerable.

More info:
For more information about the ACFM
Inspection Technique or for advice on
Component Inspection programmes,
contact Fearnley Procter Engineering
Services at techgroup@fp-g.com

It is recommended that for high risk wells
that a detailed risk assessment should be
completed during the planning phase to allow
any recommendations to be effectively
communicated through the supply chain.
See the next page for some prompts to
help with assessment.

5mm fatigue crack from thread root
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Optimising the use of ACFM Inspection
Although drillpipe connections see higher tensile and torsional loads, BHA connections are more prone to fatigue failures because
they are run in compression, and the equipment between the connections is stiffer, thus putting higher stresses on connections.
ACFM is therefore usually only considered for BHA connections.

BHA Connection Fatigue Failure
FACTORS WHICH INCREASE THE RISK:

FACTORS THAT CAN REDUCE THE RISK:

1. Stick Slip
2. Use of Rotary Steerable Systems
3. High Vibration
4. Compromised API Connections (eg. Worn/Missing SRF’s)
5. High Doglegs/Low ROP
6. High levels of rotating hours (>200hrs)

1. Use ‘real time comms’ and parameter adjustment
2. Correctly set the surface torque limiter
3. BHA Design
4.
with dispensation process for non-compliant tools
5. Awareness and proactive equipment management
6. Monitor and manage the rotating hours done by all BHA
tools and crossovers

Factors that justify ACFM
High risk, high cost development wells where a number of the factors from above exists and cannot be totally eliminated justify
the consideration of ACFM.
Extra technical complications like HPHT or UBD further justify the case for ACFM because the spread costs are higher, and the

Optimisation of ACFM
Increasing Cost
Increasing Equipment Preparation Time
Reducing Risk

Do full NS-2TM Inspection (No ACFM)
ACFM end connections of pre-assembled tools only
Only ACFM non-magnetic connections (MPI on steel is more
reliable than Dye Pen on Non-Mag)
ACFM all double shouldered connections in the BHA (ie HWDP
and crossovers?)
ACFM any compromised API connections (eg. Outwith BSR
Range, Missing SRF)
if they fail, ACFM them)
Have all connections (Internal and external) in the BHA and BHA
Tools ACFM inspected

For more information about the value of ACFM or to seek assistance in developing a plan,
contact the Fearnley Procter Engineering Team on techgroup@fp-g.com
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